Introduction to Ruler Work
This class is for people who would like to learn the basics of using rulers on
domestic sewing machines. Attaching and adjusting the foot, proper thread tension
and stitch length will be covered. We will be working on practice quilt sandwiches
and using Westalee Rulers for the class and will work with all the rulers in the 6
piece sampler set as well as the 12" starter arc. We will be working on sample
sandwiches and will cover the designs that are featured in the class sample - we will
not be creating the sampler in class. Sewing directions for the sampler will be
provided. Please see supply list below for what is needed for the class.
$40.00
SUPPLIES
RULER FOOT
If you machine brand produces a ruler foot it is recommended that you
purchase that specific foot. If your brand does not produce a foot you need to
purchase the proper Westalee Foot PLEASE NOTE: When ordering templates
please indicate if your ruler foot is High, Medium or Low Shank.
REQUIRED RULERS
Westalee Rulers 12" Starter Arc (if you already have a ruler foot produced
by your machine company purchase this ruler OR If you are purchasing the
Westalee Domestic Ruler Foot Starter Package this will includes a ruler
foot and the 12" Starter Arc)
Westalee 6 Piece Sampler Template Set
PLEASE NOTE: When ordering templates please indicate if your ruler foot is
High, Medium or Low Shank.
Required for all participants
Westalee Spacing Gauge (WA-SPG)
Stable Tape - 5 pack (WA-ST5)
four quilt sandwiches (approx 16" x 16") Top fabric (light colored solid or
tonal , muslin is great), batting and backing.
90/14 top stitch needles
Single Hole Stitch Plate
small thread snips
small rotary cutting ruler to mark lines/squares (3" x 18" or 4" x 14" are fine)
Pen/pencil to mark/write on you quilt sandwich
manual for your sewing machine

STRONGLY RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES
Extension table for your sewing machine
Super Slider/Free Motion Glider (SST-FMGLIDER)
Janet Collins Ruler Quilt Design Book (PATTERN-SQBOOKJC)
8-Point Cross Hair Ruler - either 8.5" (WA-CHS8PT-8.5) or 12.5" (WACHS8PT-12.5)

